CITY OF ITHACA
108 E. Green St. — Third Floor Ithaca, NY 14850-5690
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING, BUILDING, ZONING, & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Division of Planning & Economic Development
Telephone: Planning & Development – 607-274-6550
E-Mail: dgrunder@cityofithaca.org

Community Development/IURA – 607-274-6559

ITHACA LANDMARKS PRESERVATION COMMISSION (ILPC)
NOTICE OF MEETING & AGENDA
The regular monthly meeting of the ITHACA LANDMARKS PRESERVATION COMMISSION will be held at
5:30 p.m., Tuesday, May 8, 2018, in Common Council Chambers, Third Floor, City Hall, 108 E. Green Street,
Ithaca, NY.
I.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
A. DeWitt Park, DeWitt Park Historic District – Proposal to Install Stamped-Concrete Paving in the
Tree Lawn along N. Cayuga and E. Buffalo Streets.
B. 111 The Knoll, Cornell Heights Historic District ― Proposal to Replace a Wood Window.
C. Cornell Arts Quad, Cornell Arts Quad Historic District – Proposal to Enlarge Select Sidewalks
with Asphalt Paving.
D. 311 College Avenue, Former No. 9 Fire Station – Proposed Modification of Individual Local
Landmark Designation Recommendation

II.

PUBLIC COMMENT ON MATTERS OF INTEREST

III.

OLD BUSINESS


IV.

NEW BUSINESS


V.

VII.

204 Williams St., East Hill Historic District – Early Design Guidance

APPROVAL OF MINUTES


VI.

[if any]

04/10/18

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS


Correspondence: New York State Historic Preservation Office regarding the Tibbetts-Rumsey
House at 310 W. State St.



ILPC Rules of Procedure

ADJOURNMENT

ACCESSING ONLINE MEETING MATERIALS:
Online meeting materials, like applications for a Certificate of Appropriateness and supporting materials, are available electronically via the “Document Center” on the City
web site (www.cityofithaca.org/DocumentCenter), under "Ithaca Landmarks Preservation Commission" > "Applications for Certificates of Appropriateness” and in the
relevant year/month folder. Please do not hesitate to contact our office if you have any questions or you need any assistance accessing the meeting materials. You are also
always welcome to visit the Planning Division at any time during regular office hours (8:30-4:30, Mon.-Fri.) to view original hardcopy materials.

Out of consideration for the health of other individuals, please try to refrain from using perfume/cologne and other
scented personal care products at City of Ithaca meetings. Thank you for your cooperation and understanding.
If you have a disability and would like specific accommodation in order to participate, please contact the City Clerk’s
Office at 274-6570 by 12:00 p.m., no later than 2 days (not including weekends and holidays) before the meeting.
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RESOLUTION: Moved by XXX, seconded by XXX.
WHEREAS,

DeWitt Park is located in the DeWitt Park Historic District, as designated under
Section 228-3 of the City of Ithaca Municipal Code in 1971, and as listed on the New
York State and National Registers of Historic Places in 1971, and

WHEREAS,

as set forth in Section 228-4 of the Municipal Code, an Application for a Certificate
of Appropriateness, dated January 30, 2018, was submitted for review to the Ithaca
Landmarks Preservation Commission (ILPC) by Mark Verbanic on behalf of the
City of Ithaca, including the following: (1) two narratives respectively titled
Description of Proposed Change(s) and Reasons for Changes(s); (2) a site plan
illustrating the proposed changes; and (3) two photographs documenting existing
conditions, and

WHEREAS,

the ILPC conducted a special site visit to DeWitt Park on March 3, 2018 to review
existing conditions and examine paving alternatives within the DeWitt Park Historic
District, and

WHEREAS,

the applicant submitted a revised drawing titled Proposed Layout No. 1: DeWitt
Park Tree Lawn and dated April 6, 2018,

WHEREAS,

the ILPC has also reviewed the City of Ithaca’s DeWitt Park Historic District
Summary Statement, and

WHEREAS,

the proposed project involves replacing sections of deteriorated concrete
sidewalk, and red Medina sandstone and concrete curbing and installing
stamped concrete paving in the tree lawn along N. Cayuga and E. Buffalo
Streets, and

WHEREAS,

the issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness is a Type II Action under the New
York State Environmental Quality Review Act and the City Environmental Quality
Review Ordinance for which no further environmental review is required, and

WHEREAS,

the in-kind replacement of the concrete sidewalks, and the repair and in-kind
replacement of deteriorated Medina sandstone curbs was approved by ILPC
staff on April 6, 2018, and

WHEREAS,

the applicant (has/has not) provided sufficient documentation and information to
evaluate impacts of the proposal on the subject property and surrounding properties,
and

WHEREAS,

a Public Hearings for the purpose of considering approval of the Application for
Certificate of Appropriateness and the proposed revisions were conducted at the
regularly scheduled ILPC meeting on February 13, 2018 and May 8, 2018, now
therefore be it
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RESOLVED, that the ILPC has made the following findings of fact concerning the property and
the proposal:
As identified in the City of Ithaca’s DeWitt Park Historic District Summary
Statement, the period of significance for the area now known as the DeWitt Park
Historic District is 1820-1930.
As indicated in the National Register of Historic Places Inventory – Nomination
Form, DeWitt Park was laid out by, and later named for, New York State’s first
Survey General, Simeon DeWitt, in the early-19th century as the community’s
“public square. To ensure DeWitt Park became the center of the burgeoning
village, DeWitt donated lots around it for a school, a church, and other civic uses.
Constructed within the period of significance of the DeWitt Park Historic District
and possessing a high level of architectural integrity, DeWitt Park is a contributing
element of the DeWitt Park Historic District.
The project under consideration attempts to correct the poor landscape condition in
the tree lawn around DeWitt Park, which is the result of its intensive use by the local
farmers market. The volume and types of activities that occur within this area have
severely damaged the vegetative elements and have compacted the soils, making
replanting difficult.
In consideration of this and all approvals of proposals for alterations, new
construction or demolition in historic districts, the ILPC must determine that
the proposed exterior work will not have a substantial adverse effect on the
aesthetic, historical or architectural significance and value of either the
landmark or, if the improvement is within a district, of the neighboring
improvements in such district. In considering architectural and cultural
value, the Commission shall consider whether the proposed change is
consistent with the historic value and the spirit of the architectural style of the
landmark or district in accordance with Section 228-6 of the Municipal Code.
In making this determination, the Commission is guided by the principles set
forth in Section 228-6B of the Municipal Code, as further elaborated in Section
228-6C, and by the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, and
in this case specifically the following principles and Standards:
Principle #2 The historic features of a property located within, and
contributing to the significance of, an historic district shall be altered as little
as possible and any alterations made shall be compatible with both the
historic character of the individual property and the character of the district as
a whole.
Standard #2 The historic character of a property will be retained and
preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features and
spaces that characterize a property will be avoided.
Standard #9 New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new
2
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work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the
massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity
of the property and its environment.
Standard #10 New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall
be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential
form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be
unimpaired.
With respect to Principle #2, Standard #2, and Standard #9, the installation of
concrete paving in the tree lawn along E. Buffalo St. (will/will not) remove
distinctive materials (but will/and will not) alter features and spaces that
characterize the property. Proposed language if tree lawn paving is not
appropriate: The ILPC notes that the wide tree lawn around DeWitt Park is a
unique characteristic of this section of the Historic District and directly relates to the
historic layout of neighborhood, and, in particular, DeWitt Park by New York State’s
First Surveyor General, Simeon DeWitt. DeWitt’s design centered on an open green
space or park that would be surrounded by municipal, religious and civic building.
The “public square” would provide physical and visual relieve from the urban
environment DeWitt envisioned for the developing village. The proposed paving
would significantly diminish the verdant quality and design intent of this urban park.
Also with respect to Principle #2, and Standard #9, the proposed tree lawn paving
(is/is not) compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features of the
property and its environment. [if “not”, describe qualities of the project that are
not compatible and in what ways they are not ]
With respect to Standard #10, the stamped-concrete paving in the tree lawn along
E. Buffalo St. (can/cannot) be removed in the future without impairment of the
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment. [if
“cannot”, describe why it cannot]
RESOLVED, that, based on findings set forth above, the proposal (will/will not) have a
substantial adverse effect on the aesthetic, historical, or architectural significance of
the DeWitt Park and the DeWitt Park Historic District as set forth in Section 228-6,
and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Ithaca Landmarks Preservation Commission determines that the proposal
(meets/does not meet) the criteria for approval under Section 228-6 of the
Municipal Code, and be it further
RESOLVED, that the ILPC (approves/denies) the Application for a Certificate of
Appropriateness with the following condition(s):
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RECORD OF VOTE:
Moved by:
0
Seconded by: 0
In Favor:
0
Against:
0
Abstain:
0
Absent:
0
Vacancies:
0
Notice: Failure on the part of the owner or the owner’s representative to bring to the attention of
the ILPC staff, any deviation from the approved plans, including, but not limited to, changes
required by other involved agencies or that result from unforeseen circumstances as construction
progresses may result in the issuance by the building department of a stop work order or revocation
of the building permit.
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CITY OF ITHACA
108 E. Green St. — Third Floor Ithaca, NY 14850-5690
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING, BUILDING, ZONING, & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Division of Planning & Economic Development
Telephone: Planning & Development – 607-274-6550
E-Mail: dgrunder@cityofithaca.org

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Community Development/IURA – 607-274-6565

Bryan McCracken, Historic Preservation Planner
Members, Ithaca Landmarks Preservation Commission
May 1, 2018
DeWitt Park, DeWitt Park Historic District – Proposal to Install StampedConcrete Paving in the Tree Lawn along E. Buffalo St.

To facilitate the review of the above referenced project, staff has prepared the following notes on
the proposed materials and detailing.









The red Medina sandstone curbs along E. Buffalo St. are in fair condition and will be
reset and replaced in kind where needed. This work has been approved by staff and is
noted in the resolution.
The section of 2’X5’ concrete paving (colored red in the attached drawing) will be tinted
a reddish color and will be stamped with a herringbone or running bond brick pattern to
match other stamped brick paving within the DeWitt Park Historic District.
The section of 1’X1’ concrete (colored dark gray in the attached drawing) paving will be
tinted dark gray and will match the new paving installed on the 100 blocks of North and
South Cayuga Streets in 2017.
To break up the expanse of concrete, the applicant proposes installing planting beds of an
undetermined size around the parking pay station, fire hydrant, and utility box.
The proposed design only applies to the E. Buffalo St. tree lawn. Offal

Proposed Buffalo Street Layout
Proposed Layout No. 1

Dewitt Park Tree Lawn
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RESOLUTION: Moved by XXX, seconded by XXX.
WHEREAS,

111 The Knoll is located within the Cornell Heights Historic District, as
designated under Section 228-3 of the City of Ithaca Municipal Code in 1989,
and as listed on the New York State and National Registers of Historic Places in
1989, and

WHEREAS,

as set forth in Section 228-4 of the Municipal Code, an Application for a
Certificate of Appropriateness, dated April 25, 2017, was submitted for review to
the Ithaca Landmarks Preservation Commission (ILPC) by Noah Demarest on
behalf of property owner Karl Johnson, Chesterton House, Inc., including the
following: (1) two narratives respectively titled Description of Proposed
Change(s) and Reasons for Changes(s); (2) three architectural drawings dated
April 26, 2018 and titled “Elevations” (A201), “Third Floor Demolition Plan”
(AD103), and “Third Floor Plan” (A103), and

WHEREAS,

the ILPC has reviewed the New York State Building-Structure Inventory Form
for 111 The Knoll, and the City of Ithaca’s Cornell Heights Historic District
Summary Statement, and

WHEREAS,

as stated in the narrative Description of Proposed Change(s), the project involves
the replacement of a six-over-one, wood, double-hung window in the third-story
of the east elevation with a fixed, fiberglass sash with simulated divided lights
and meeting rail designed to replicate the light configuration of the existing sash,
and

WHEREAS,

the issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness is a Type II Action under the
New York State Environmental Quality Review Act and the City Environmental
Quality Review Ordinance for which no further environmental review is
required, and

WHEREAS,

the applicant [has/has not] provided sufficient documentation and information
to evaluate impacts of the proposal on the subject property and surrounding
properties, and

WHEREAS,

a Public Hearing for the purpose of considering approval of the Application for
a Certificate of Appropriateness was conducted at the regularly scheduled ILPC
meeting on May 8, 2018, now therefore be it

RESOLVED, that the ILPC has made the following findings of fact concerning the property
and the proposal:
As identified in the City of Ithaca’s Cornell Heights Historic District Summary
Statement, the period of significance for the area now known as the Cornell
Heights Historic District is 1898-1937.
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As indicated in the New York State Building-Structure Inventory Form, the
Craftsman-Style residence at 111 The Knoll was designed by Clarence Martin
and constructed by the locally significant construction company, Driscoll
Brothers, Inc. Clarence Martin was a Cornell-University-trained architect who
practiced in Philadelphia between 1889 and 1894. In 1894, Martin began his
career as a professor of architecture at Cornell University and was the dean of
the College of Architecture from 1909 to 1919.
Constructed within the period of significance of the Cornell Heights Historic
District and possessing a high level of integrity, the property is a contributing
element of the Cornell Heights Historic District.
As stated in the narrative of Reasons for Proposed Changes, the proposed
window replacement accommodates the installation of a shower on the third
floor of the residence.
In consideration of this and all approvals of proposals for alterations, new
construction, or demolition in historic districts, the ILPC must determine
that the proposed exterior work will not have a substantial adverse effect
on the aesthetic, historical, or architectural significance and value of either
the landmark or, if the improvement is within a district, of the
neighboring improvements in such district. In considering architectural
and cultural value, the Commission shall consider whether the proposed
change is consistent with the historic value and the spirit of the
architectural style of the landmark or district in accordance with Section
228-6 of the Municipal Code. In making this determination, the
Commission is guided by the principles set forth in Section 228-6B of the
Municipal Code, as further elaborated in Section 228-6C, and by the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, and in this case
specifically the following principles and Standards:
Principle #2 The historic features of a property located within, and
contributing to the significance of, an historic district shall be altered as
little as possible and any alterations made shall be compatible with both
the historic character of the individual property and the character of the
district as a whole.
Standard #2 The historic character of a property will be retained and
preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features
and spaces that characterize a property will be avoided.
Standard #9 New additions, exterior alterations, or related new
construction shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the
property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to
protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.
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With respect to Principle #2, Standard #2, and Standard #9, the replacement of
the window [will/will not] remove distinctive materials and [will/will not] alter
features and spaces that characterize the property. [if “will,” describe features
or spaces and how it will be inappropriately altered]
Also with respect to Principle #2, and Standard #9, the proposed window
replacement [is/is not] compatible with the massing, size, scale, and
architectural features of the property and its environment. [if “not,” describe
qualities of the project that are not compatible and in what way that are
not.)
RESOLVED, that, based on the findings set forth above, the proposal [will/will not] have a
substantial adverse effect on the aesthetic, historical, or architectural significance
of the Cornell Heights Historic District, as set forth in Section 228-6, and be it
further,
RESOLVED, that the Ithaca Landmarks Preservation Commission determines that the
proposal [meets/does not meet] criteria for approval under Section 228-6 of
the Municipal Code, and be it further
RESOLVED, that the ILPC [approves/denies] the Application for a Certificate of
Appropriateness with the following conditions:



ILPC staff shall review and approve the final selected window product to
ensure the proposed replacement adequately replicates the visual
characteristics of the existing window.
The removed window sashes shall be clearly labeled with their original
location and date of removal. To facilitate the potential reinstallation of the
sashes, they shall be stored in secure and dry location on the property.

RECORD OF VOTE:
Moved by:
0
Seconded by: 0
In Favor:
0
Against:
0
Abstain:
0
Absent:
0
Vacancies:
1
Notice: Failure on the part of the owner or the owner’s representative to bring to the
attention of the ILPC staff any deviation from the approved plans, including but not
limited to changes required by other involved agencies or that result from unforeseen
circumstances as construction progresses, may result in the issuance by the Building
Department of a stop work order or revocation of the building permit.
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GENERAL SHEET NOTES - ELEVATIONS
1. COORDINATE ELEVATIONS WITH FLOOR PLANS AND WINDOWS AND DOOR SCHEDULES.
2. SEE SCHEDULES FOR HEAD HEIGHTS - COORDINATE ADJACENT WINDOW AND DOOR ROUGH OPENINGS TO ENSURE
CONTINUOUS HEAD CASINGS.

LOCATION OF PROPOSED
WINDOW SASH REPLACEMENT

EXTERIOR MATERIALS
MATERIAL

IMAGE

STREAM Collaborative
architecture + landscape
architecture dpc
108 W. State St. Fl 2
Ithaca, New York 14850
ph: 607.216.8802
www.streamcolab.com
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4
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TRADITIONAL 3-COAT ON
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MATCH EXG.

ASPHALT SHINGLE
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EXG.

WOOD TRIM
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PHOTO OF EXISTING CONDITIONS AS YOU APPROACH 111 THE KNOLL. SOPHIA HOUSE.

DESCRIPTION

DATE

NEW STUCCO TO
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CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
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D
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STREAM Collaborative
architecture + landscape
architecture dpc

108 W. State St. Fl 2
Ithaca, New York 14850
ph: 607.216.8802
www.streamcolab.com
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BEDROOM 6-N.I.C.
302
3

ATTIC STORAGE

ATTIC
STORAGE

REMOVE BOOKCASE IN
AREA OF NEW BATHROOM

CL-N.I.C.
CL-N.I.C.

PHOTO OF EXISTING CONDITIONS IN BATHROOM 304. SLOPING CEILING
LIMITS PLACEMENT OPTIONS FOR A SHOWER TO THE CENTER OF THE ROOM.

BAY
WINDOW
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DESCRIPTION
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Project #
Date
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BEDROOM 5-N.I.C.
301

CITY OF ITHACA

DN

REMOVE WINDOW AND
INTERIOR TRIM. EXTERIOR
TRIM TO REMAIN.

Sophia House, Chesterton House Inc.

BATHROOM
304

111-115 THE KNOLL

EXISTING ROOF BELOW

HALL-N.I.C.
300

2015053
04/26/2018
04/03/2018

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

THIRD FLOOR
DEMOLITION PLAN

AD103
1/4" = 1'-0"

D

C

B

A

GENERAL SHEET NOTES - PLAN
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE TO THE FACE OF WOOD STUD OR CONCRETE UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
2. DOORS ARE CENTERED ON ROOMS OR 6" FROM WALL UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
3. NOTIFY ARCHITECT OF ANY DISCREPANCIES IN THE PLANS PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.

STREAM Collaborative
architecture + landscape
architecture dpc
108 W. State St. Fl 2
Ithaca, New York 14850
ph: 607.216.8802
www.streamcolab.com
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REPLACEMENT SASH ORDER FROM MARVIN WINDOWS:

LINE ITEM QUOTES
The following is a schedule of the windows and doors for this project. For additional unit details, please see Line Item
Quotes. Additional charges, tax or Terms and Conditions may apply. Detail pricing is per unit.

CHIMNEY

Line #1
Qty: 1
LIMITS OF ATTIC SPACE
UNDER EAVES, TYP.

ATTIC STORAGE

BATHROOM
304
Entered As: OM
FS 31 11/16" X 37 11/16"
RO 32 11/16" X 38 3/16"
Egress Information
No Egress Information available.

CL-N.I.C.
P1A

WASHROOM
303
DN
EXISTING ROOF

STORAGE

C3

304
A401
D3

SASH CONFIGURATION MATCHES WINDOW
TO BE REMOVED BUT WITH SIMULATED
DIVIDED LITES.

P1

P1

BUILT-IN
STORAGE

P1A
C1
A401

P1

BEDROOM 5-N.I.C.
301

2
ATTIC
STORAGE

ATTIC
STORAGE

1

NORTH

3RD FLOOR - NEW

REVISIONS

1/4" = 1'-0"
0'

2'

4'

Δ

DESCRIPTION

DATE

1

Project #
Date

4/26/2018 10:43:30 AM

C:\Users\Steven\Documents\2015053 - The Knoll - Sophia House_171011_stevenPUFGL.rvt

CHIMNEY

CITY OF ITHACA

SHELVES
P1

3'-0" X 4'-0"
SHOWER

CL-N.I.C.

HALL-N.I.C.
300

Sophia House, Chesterton House Inc.

D2
A401

Configured Part: Sash for:
Stone White Exterior
EXTERIOR SASH TO BE FIELD-PAINTED TO
Stone White Interior
MATCH EXISTING WINDOW TO BE
Infinity Casement Picture
Outside Measurement 30" X 36"
REMOVED AND EXTERIOR TRIM TO REMAIN.
Rough Opening 32 11/16" X 38 3/16"
IG
Tempered Low E2 Obscure w/Argon
2 11/32" Simulated Rail Rectangular
Standard 1.0:2.0
7/8" SDL - With Spacer Bar
Top Cut 3W2H - Bottom Cut 1W1H
7 Rect Lites
Stone White Ext - Stone White Int
Beige Weather Strip
***Note: Divided lite cut alignment may not be accurately represented in the OMS drawing. Please consult
your local representative for exact specifications.

111-115 THE KNOLL

ATTIC STORAGE

BEDROOM 6-N.I.C.
302

3

Mark Unit: BUILDERS BEST- UPSCALE

2015053
04/26/2018
04/03/2018

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

THIRD FLOOR PLAN

A103
As indicated

D

C

B

A
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RESOLUTION: Moved by XXX, seconded by XXX.
WHEREAS,

the Cornell Arts Quad is located within the Cornell Arts Quad Historic District,
as designated under Section 228-3 of the City of Ithaca Municipal Code in 1990,
and

WHEREAS,

as set forth in Section 228-4 of the Municipal Code, an Application for a
Certificate of Appropriateness, dated April 19, 2018, was submitted for review to
the Ithaca Landmarks Preservation Commission (ILPC) by Tammy J. Johnson
on behalf of property owner Cornell University, including the following: (1) two
narratives respectively titled Description of Proposed Change(s) and Reasons for
Changes(s); (2) a site plan showing existing conditions; (3) eight photographs
showing existing conditions; and (4) a site plan showing the proposed alterations,
and

WHEREAS,

the ILPC has reviewed the City of Ithaca’s Cornell Arts Quad Historic District
Summary Significance Statement, and

WHEREAS,

as stated in the narrative Description of Proposed Change(s), the project involves
widening existing concrete and asphalt sidewalks around the parameter of the
quadrangle and one running diagonally through the center to a minimum width
of 12’ with an asphalt paving material; asphalt paving will be installed adjacent to
existing concrete paths and asphalt paths will be replaced entirely and widened,
and

WHEREAS,

the issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness is a Type II Action under the
New York State Environmental Quality Review Act and the City Environmental
Quality Review Ordinance for which no further environmental review is
required, and

WHEREAS,

the applicant (has/has not) provided sufficient documentation and information
to evaluate impacts of the proposal on the subject property and surrounding
properties, and

WHEREAS,

a Public Hearing for the purpose of considering approval of the Application for
a Certificate of Appropriateness was conducted at the regularly scheduled ILPC
meeting on May 8, 2018, now therefore be it

RESOLVED, that the ILPC has made the following findings of fact concerning the property
and the proposal:
The period of significance for the area now known as the Cornell Arts Quad is
identified in the City of Ithaca’s Cornell Arts Quad Historic District Summary
Significance Statement as 1868-1919.
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Envisioned by the University’s first president, Andrew Dickson White, the
Cornell Arts Quad, and the stone buildings that surrounded it, was the center of
the rapidly expanding Cornell University during the late-19th and early-20th
centuries. The quadrangle plan was rooted in traditional university campus
models and represented the founders’ desires to establish an academically and
aesthetically respected Ivy League institution.
Constructed within the period of significance of the Cornell Arts Quad Historic
District and possessing a high level of integrity, the property is a contributing
element of the Cornell Arts Quad Historic District.
The proposed improvements to the selected paths within the Cornell Arts Quad
reflect the University’s need to provide Fire-Code-compliant fire apparatus
access to all buildings around the quadrangle by November 2018, in accordance
with the granted Variance #2015-0101.
In consideration of this and all approvals of proposals for alterations, new
construction, or demolition in historic districts, the ILPC must determine
that the proposed exterior work will not have a substantial adverse effect
on the aesthetic, historical, or architectural significance and value of either
the landmark or, if the improvement is within a district, of the
neighboring improvements in such district. In considering architectural
and cultural value, the Commission shall consider whether the proposed
change is consistent with the historic value and the spirit of the
architectural style of the landmark or district in accordance with Section
228-6 of the Municipal Code. In making this determination, the
Commission is guided by the principles set forth in Section 228-6B of the
Municipal Code, as further elaborated in Section 228-6C, and by the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, and in this case
specifically the following principles and Standards:
Principle #2 The historic features of a property located within, and
contributing to the significance of, an historic district shall be altered as
little as possible and any alterations made shall be compatible with both
the historic character of the individual property and the character of the
district as a whole.
Standard #2 The historic character of a property will be retained and
preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features
and spaces that characterize a property will be avoided.
Standard #9
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new
construction shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the
property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to
protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.
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Standard #10 New additions and adjacent or related new construction
shall be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment
would be unimpaired.
With respect to Principle #2, Standard #2, and Standard #9, the enlargement of
select sidewalks (will/will not) remove distinctive materials (but will/and will
not) alter features and spaces that characterize the property. [If “will” describe
feature or space and how it will be inappropriately altered]
Also with respect to Principle #2 and Standard #9, the proposed asphalt material
(is/is not) compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features of
the property and its environment. [if “not”, describe qualities of the project
that are not compatible and in what ways they are not ]
With respect to Standard #10, the enlarged sidewalks (can/cannot) be removed
in the future without impairment of the essential form and integrity of the
historic property and its environment. [if “cannot”, describe why it cannot]
RESOLVED, that, based on the findings set forth above, the proposal (will/will not) have a
substantial adverse effect on the aesthetic, historical, or architectural significance
of the Cornell Arts Quad Historic District, as set forth in Section 228-6, and be it
further,
RESOLVED, that the Ithaca Landmarks Preservation Commission determines that the
proposal (meets/does not meet) criteria for approval under Section 228-6 of
the Municipal Code, and be it further
RESOLVED, that the ILPC (approves/denies) the Application for a Certificate of
Appropriateness.
RECORD OF VOTE:
Moved by:
0
Seconded by: 0
In Favor:
0
Against:
0
Abstain:
0
Absent:
0
Vacancies:
1
Notice: Failure on the part of the owner or the owner’s representative to bring to the
attention of the ILPC staff any deviation from the approved plans, including but not
limited to changes required by other involved agencies or that result from unforeseen
circumstances as construction progresses, may result in the issuance by the Building
Department of a stop work order or revocation of the building permit.
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APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS

NOTE: You can complete
this form electronically, but it
will still require an original
handwritten signature.

Ithaca Landmarks Preservation Commission (ILPC)
Planning & Economic Development Division
City of Ithaca, 108 E. Green St., 3rd Floor, Ithaca, NY 14850
Bryan McCracken | Ph: 607‐274‐6555 | bmccracken@cityofithaca.org
www.cityofithaca.org/boardscommittees/ilpc/index.cfm

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE

Date:

4/19/18

Applicant’s Name:

Building Permit Application # (REQUIRED):

Tammy J. Johnson

Applicant’s E‐Mail address (REQUIRED):
Property Address:

Phone:

607.351.4950

tjj3@cornell.edu

Arts Quadrangle Area (CU Facilities Code 5920)

Owner’s Name (if different from Applicant):
Owner’s Mailing Address:

Cornell University

Day Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853

Proposed Work Includes (check all that apply):





New Construction
Addition
Accessory Structure
ALTERATION: Primary Structure






Site Changes (paving, fencing, patios, etc.)
Signage
Demolition
ALTERATION: Accessory Structure

Submittal Requirements
All documents are to be sent to the attention of Bryan McCracken at the above address.

STAFF‐LEVEL REVIEW:
Submit one (1) hardcopy and one (1) electronic copy of application and attachments. See City of Ithaca Historic
District & Landmark Design Guidelines for a description of work that is eligible for this expedited review
process.

ILPC REVIEW:
Submit eleven (11) hardcopies and (1) one electronic copy of application form and all attachments. Complete
applications must be received by 4:00 p.m. on the last Tuesday of the month, 14 days prior to the regular ILPC
meeting at which the application will be reviewed. ILPC meetings are held the second Tuesday of each month.
Applications must be accompanied by thorough documentation of existing conditions and proposed changes,
including (as applicable): photographs of existing conditions; site plans showing location and dimensions of
proposed change; drawings or sketches showing proposed changes on each affected elevation; description of
design details and materials to be used (manufacturer’s data sheets may be used); samples of proposed
materials; scale drawings of any proposed signs including colors, typeface, and illumination details; historic
photographs, if the intention of the project is to return a property to a documented prior condition; and a
statement from a qualified contractor or design professional attesting to the physical condition of any element
that is proposed for replacement due to deterioration.
Page 1 of 3

ELECTRONIC SUBMISSIONS: You must provide electronic versions of ALL submitted documents. LARGE FILES: Incoming e-mails to
the City must be under 10 MB in size (incl. message envelope), so either provide CD-ROM, flash/thumb drive, use a free file-sharing web
site, like: www.hightail.com, www.dropbox.com, www.google.com/drive, etc., or split documents into smaller parts and send multiple emails/files to: cpyott@cityofithaca.org and/or bmccracken@cityofithaca.org

Description of Proposed Changes (use additional sheets if necessary):

Cornell intends to add asphalt paving to extend the width of the sidewalks on the Arts Quad to comply
with the Fire Code of NYS, in accordance with the granted Variance #2015-0101. Cornell will widen
select existing walks by adding sub-base and base materials and asphalt paving to provide a minimum
12 foot wide fire apparatus access. Asphalt paving will be adjacent to existing concrete walks and will
be integrated with or replace existing asphalt paving.

Reasons for Proposed Changes (use additional sheets if necessary):

The purpose of this project is to provide access improvements to the Arts Quad in compliance with the
Cornell Prescriptive Plan. Specifically, Fire Code Section FCNY §2403.8.1 Fire apparatus access
roads shall be provided in accordance with §F03, and FCNY §503.2.1 Dimensions. This plan
stipulates that the University shall widen existing Fire Apparatus Access Walks in the Arts Quad to 12
feet and create turning radius curves at the corners capable of supporting the imposed load of fire
apparatus weighing at least 75K pounds on or before November 30, 2018.
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— REQUIRED PUBLIC NOTIFICATION —
Upon application for a Certificate of Appropriateness, a public notice of the proposal must be posted by the
owner or owner’s representative on the property for a minimum of 10 days. This notice must remain in place
until a decision to approve or deny the Certificate of Appropriateness has been made. The notice must be
placed at or near the property line in the front yard, so it is plainly visible from the street, and, in cases where a
property has frontage on more than one street, an additional sign must be placed at or near the property line
on any additional street frontage.
Standard signs for this purpose are available for purchase from the City of Ithaca, Division of Planning and
Economic Development, at a cost of $10.50 each. Alternatively, an applicant may create their own signs, as
long as the following required content is included and the signs have dimensions of at least 18”x23”:
PROPOSED EXTERIOR OR SITE ALTERATIONS TO THIS PROPERTY WILL BE
REVIEWED BY THE ITHACA LANDMARKS PRESERVATION COMMISSION ON
[INSERT DATE], BEGINNING AT 5:30 p.m. IN [INSERT LOCATION OF MEETING]. PUBLIC
COMMENT MAY BE SUBMITTED IN ADVANCE OF, OR DURING, THE ABOVE‐
REFERENCED PUBLIC HEARING. FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
BMcCRACKEN@CITYOFITHACA.ORG, 607‐274‐6555.

Applicant’s Statement:
I understand incomplete applications cannot be processed and will result in delay. This application is complete
to the best of my knowledge and includes the following attachments (check all that apply):
 photographs of existing conditions
 site plans showing location and dimensions of proposed change - shows existing, all to be 12'
 drawings or sketches showing proposed changes on each affected elevation
 description of design details and materials to be used - asphalt
 samples of proposed materials - n/a
 scale drawings of any proposed signs, including colors, typeface, and illumination details - n/a
 historic photographs, if the intention of the project is to return a property to a documented prior
condition -n/a
 statement from a qualified contractor or design professional attesting to the physical condition of any
element proposed for replacement due to deterioration -n/a
 other (specify): _______________________________________________________________________________

Applicant’s Signature (REQUIRED):

Date:

04/20/2018

STAFF USE ONLY:
Date Received:
Staff Review:  yes  no
ILPC Review:  yes  no
Date of Public Hearing:

Approved:  yes  no
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Referred to ILPC:  yes  no

ARTS QUAD FIRE ACCESS WALK WIDTHS

17’

10’

10’
10’

12’

10’

10’

EXHIBIT A – PARTIAL PRELIMINARY SITE ANALYSIS

Path south of Morrill. Already 12’ wide.

Path in front of White, McGraw and Morrill.
10’ wide concrete. 10’-7” Bulb-out at McGraw

Intersection northeast of Uris.
Greater than 12’ wide.

Path north of Olin. 10’-11’ wide.

Path north of White. Retaining wall may
need to be cut back.

Path north of White. PIV and building
may impact widening and truck radius.

Path north of White. 10’ wide. Slopes
And PVI may impact widening.

Path north of White. Inlet may impact
truck widening.
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KEY - Access Improvements

Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853
Arts Quad Fire Apparatus Access Improvements
Arts
Quad Improvement
Campus
Planning Department
Scope Illustration
January,
April, 2018 2017
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Widen asphalt path to 12’;
add turning radius

Add approximately 30” asphalt band
on Quad side of existing concrete walk

Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the
GIS User Community

ILPC Meeting – 05/08/18
Resolution - RD
Former No. 9 Fire Station at 311 College Avenue – Modified Recommendation
to Designate as an Individual Local Landmark
RESOLUTION: Moved by XXX, seconded by XXX.
WHEREAS, at their regular meeting on February 13, 2018, the Ithaca Landmarks Preservation
Commission recommended to Common Council the designation of the Former
No. 9 Fire Station at 311 College Avenue as an individual local landmark after the
conclusion of a properly noticed Public Hearing, and
WHEREAS, the ILPC voted to affirm their recommendation to designate the Former No. 9 Fire
Station at their regular meeting on March 13, 2018, providing supplemental
information to support their recommendation to designate the property, and
WHEREAS, the ILPC’s recommendation was reviewed by the Planning and Economic
Development Committee (PEDC) of Common Council at their regular March 14,
2018 meeting, and
WHEREAS, after careful consideration, the PEDC referred the proposed designation back to
the ILPC for modification, citing concerns about the architectural integrity of the
original 1894-95 fire station and its ability to reflect its historic significance, and
WHEREAS, the ILPC reviewed the PEDC’s referral at their regularly scheduled meeting on
April 10, 2018 and conducted a properly noticed special site visit on April 24,
2018 to evaluate the architectural integrity of the 1894-95 portion of the fire
station, and
WHEREAS, a public hearing for the purpose of considering modifying the ILPC’s
recommendation to designate the Former No. 9 Fire Station at 311 College
Avenue was conducted at the regularly scheduled ILPC meeting on May 8, 2018,
now therefore be it
RESOLVED, that the ILPC has made the following finding of fact concerning the architectural
integrity of the 1894-95 portion of the Former No. 9 Fire Station at 311 College
Avenue:
As noted in the Historic Resource Inventory Form, the original wood-frame
portion of the building was constructed in 1894-95 near the corner of Dryden Rd
and College Avenue (then Heustis Street) and was the first fire station in the area
of East Hill that would become known as Collegetown. This fire station was
moved to 311 College Avenue in 1905 and the brick- and stucco-clad addition
that fronts the street was constructed in 1907-08.
The relocation resulted in the loss of this historic resource’s setting.

ILPC Meeting – 05/08/18
Resolution - RD
A 1905 photograph attached to the Historic Resource Inventory Form for the
Former No. 9 Fire Station shows the character defining features of this early
neighborhood fire station: the Roman Doric pilasters and engine bay opening on
the primary façade, and the bell-shaped, integral rooftop bell tower. These
elements are characteristic of the Shingle Style and clearly reflect the design
aesthetic of the locally prominent architecture firm that designed the building,
Gibb & Waltz.
These primary character defining features, including the rooftop, bell-shaped
tower and the primary façade’s architectural details, were removed after its
relocation in 1905.
To evaluate the impact of these alterations on the architectural integrity of
the Former No. 9 Fire Station, the ILPC considered the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, and in this case specifically the
following Standards:
Standard #2 The historic character of a property will be retained and
preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features and
spaces that characterize a property will be avoided.
Standard #4 Most properties change over time; those changes that have
acquired historic significance in their own right shall be retained and
preserved.
Standard #9 New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new
work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the
massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity
of the property and its environment.
Standard #10 New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall
be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential
form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be
unimpaired.
The removal of the fire station’s Roman Doric pilasters, fire engine bay, and the
rooftop tower violated the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 2, 9, and 10, and
while these alterations may have gained significance in their own right, they
clearly prevent the public from identifying the resource as a neighborhood fire
station. Furthermore, the 1907-08 addition cannot be removed without further
impairing the integrity of the original fire station and would also result in the loss
of this identified resource that has gained significance in its own right, a violation
of Standard 4.
OR

ILPC Meeting – 05/08/18
Resolution - RD
While the removal of the fire station’s Roman Doric pilasters, fire engine bay,
and the rooftop tower violate the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 2, 9, and
10, the structure retains its original form, mass, cladding materials and other
exterior details, reflecting its historic use, architectural style, and design by the
locally prominent architecture firm of Gibb and Waltz.
RESOLVED, that, based on the findings set forth above, the Ithaca Landmarks Preservation
Commission determines that the original 1894-95 portion of the Former No. 9
Fire Station does not possess sufficient architectural integrity to represent the
building’s historic significance, and be it further
RESOLVED, that the ILPC identifies the original 1894-95 wood-frame portion of the building
as a non-contributing resource and the 1907-08 addition as the contributing
resource on the parcel, and be it further resolved
RESOLVED, that the ILPC amends their recommendation to Common Council to designate the
Former No. 9 Fire Station at 311 College Avenue to reflect this distinction, and be
it further
RESOLVED, that the classification of these resources will be documented in the New York
State Historic Structure Inventory Form for the Former No. 9 Fire Station at 311
College Avenue.
OR
RESOLVED, that, based on the findings set forth above, the Ithaca Landmarks Preservation
Commission determines that the original wood-frame portion of the Former No. 9
Fire Station possesses sufficient architectural integrity to represent its historic
significance, and be it further
RESOLVED, that the ILPC affirms its recommendation to Common Council to designate the
Former No. 9 Fire Station without modification.

RECORD OF VOTE:

Moved by:
Seconded by:
In Favor:
Against:
Abstain:
Absent:
Vacancies:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CITY OF ITHACA
108 E. Green St. — Third Floor Ithaca, NY 14850-5690
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING, BUILDING, ZONING, & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Division of Planning & Economic Development
Telephone: Planning & Development – 607-274-6550
E-Mail: dgrunder@cityofithaca.org

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Community Development/IURA – 607-274-6565

Bryan McCracken, Historic Preservation Planner
Members, Ithaca Landmarks Preservation Commission
April 4, 2018
Former No.9 Fire Station – Planning and Economic Development Committee
Action on Proposed Designation

As noted in the Historic Resource Inventory Form, the wood-frame portion of the Former No. 9
Fire Station was originally constructed in 1894-95 near the corner of Dryden Rd and College
Avenue (the Heustis Street) and was the first fire station in the area of East Hill that would
become known as Collegetown. This fire station was moved to 311 College Avenue in 1905 and
the brick- and stucco-clad addition that fronts the street was constructed in 1907-08. The 1905
photograph attached to the Historic Resource Inventory Form illustrates what can be considered
the most significant character defining features of this early neighborhood fire station: the
Roman Doric pilasters and engine bay opening on the primary façade, and the bell-shaped,
integral rooftop bell tower. These elements are characteristic of the Shingle Style and clearly
reflect the design aesthetic of the locally prominent architecture firm that designed the building,
Gibb & Waltz.
At their March 14, 2018 meeting, the Planning and Economic Development Committee (PEDC)
of Common Council voted to refer the proposed local landmark designation of the Former No. 9
Fire Station at 311 College Avenue back the Ithaca Landmarks Preservation Commission (ILPC)
for modification, citing concerns about the architectural integrity of the wood-frame fire station
and its ability to reflect its historic past. In their review of the proposed designation, the
members of the PEDC noted that many of the character defining features of the original woodframe fire station are no longer extant. The Roman Doric pilasters and fire engine bay were
obscured or removed when the 1907-08 addition was constructed and the rooftop tower was
presumably removed at that time as well. From the exterior, the building can no longer be
identified as a fire station and does not visually represent the significant role it played in the
development of the City, Collegetown and Cornell University. In response, PEDC members
referred the proposed designation back to the Commission for modification.
The ILPC is now requested to review their recommendation to designate the Former No. 9 Fire
Station and consider revising it to identify the 1907-08 addition as the contributing resource on
the parcel and the original wood-frame fire station as a non-contributing resource. The
information below will hopefully facilitate a discussion of this request. The Commission’s
March 13, 2018 resolution recommending designation and Historic Inventory Form for the
Former No. 9 Fire Station at 311 College Avenue are also attached. A draft resolution for the
Commission’s consideration is also attached.

Given the distinct differences in age, architectural style, type of construction, and materials, the
original wood-frame fire station and 1907-08 addition can be considered two separate resources
and as such, their architectural integrity can also considered separately using established historic
preservation standards. The architectural integrity of the original fire station, its ability reflect its
historic significance, and the value of its preservation as a public benefit can be evaluated and
weighed by the ILPC using the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, the
guidelines provided by the National Park Service for the consideration of listing a property in the
National Register, and the purpose of the City of Ithaca’s Landmarks Ordinance as stated in
Section 228-2 of the Municipal Code. As noted above, the primary character defining features of
the original fire station were removed or obscured by the 1907-08 addition. These alterations
clearly violate the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 2, 9, and 10, and while they may have
gained significance in their own right, the alterations clearly prevent the public from identifying
the resource as a neighborhood fire station. Furthermore, the 1907-08 addition cannot be
removed without further impairing the integrity of the original fire station and would also result
in the loss of this identified resource that has gained significance in its own right, a violation of
Standard 4.i
The criteria used to consider listing properties on the National Register of Historic Places can
also be used to evaluate the integrity of the wood-frame portion of the fire station. Ordinarily a
building that has been moved from its original location is not considered eligible for listing
unless its significance is primarily derived from its architectural value, or is the surviving
structure most importantly associated with a historic person or event. With the removal of the
building’s primary character defining features, the architectural value of the original fire station
was significantly diminished by the construction of the 1907-08 addition. Per National Register
Criteria C, a resource may also possess architectural value if it represents the work of a master.
The elements removed from the building at the time the addition was constructed were those
most important in identifying the building as a work of the prominent local architecture firm of
Gibb and Waltz. Furthermore, there are other extant examples of these designers’ works in the
City with far more architectural integrity.
Finally, with respect to the purpose of the Landmarks Ordinance as stated in Section 228-2 of the
Municipal Code, perpetual access to historic resources is the central public benefit of preserving
historic resources. The original wood-frame fire station is not visually or physically accessible
to the public. Located behind the 1907-08 addition at the center of the block formed by College
Avenue, Dryden Road, Linden Avenue and Bool Street, the building is not visible from the
public right-of-way and is only physically accessible by entering private property.
Standard 2: “the historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal
of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be
avoided. Standard 4: Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired
significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved. Standard 9: new additions,
exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale and architecture of the property and its environment.
Standard 10: new additions or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.
i

HISTORIC RESOURCE INVENTORY FORM
NYS OFFICE OF PARKS, RECREATION
& HISTORIC PRESERVATION
P.O. BOX 189, WATERFORD, NY 12188
(518) 237-8643

OFFICE USE ONLY
USN:

IDENTIFICATION
Property name(if any) No. 9 Fire Station
Address or Street Location 311 College Avenue
Town/City Ithaca
Village/Hamlet:
311
College
Avenue
Address

County Tompkins
Owner SK 311, LLC

Original use Fire Station
Current use Restaurant
Date of construction, if known 1894-95;1907-08
Architect/Builder, if known Vivian & Gibb;Gibb & Waltz
DESCRIPTION
Materials -- please check those materials that are visible
Exterior Walls:

✔

wood clapboard

✔

wood shingle

vertical boards

stone

✔

brick

poured concrete

aluminum siding
asphalt, roll

vinyl siding
Roof:

asphalt, shingle

Foundation:

stone

✔

brick

✔

plywood

cement-asbestos

✔

concrete block
other: stucco

wood shingle

✔

metal

poured concrete

slate

concrete block

Other materials and their location:
Alterations, if known: see continuation sheet
excellent

Condition:

Date:
good

✔

fair

✔

deteriorated

Photos
Provide several clear, original photographs of the property proposed for nomination. Submitted views should represent the property as a
whole. For buildings or structures, this includes exterior and interior views, general setting, outbuildings and landscape features. Color
prints are acceptable for initial submissions.
Please staple one photograph providing a complete view of the structure or property to the front of this sheet. Additional views should be
submitted in a separate envelope or stapled to a continuation sheet.
Maps
Attach a printed or drawn locational map indicating the location of the property in relationship to streets, intersections or other widely
recognized features so that the property can be accurately positioned. Show a north arrow. Include a scale or estimate distances where
possible.

Prepared by:
Telephone:

Katelin Olson

607-274-6555

address
email

108 E. Green St., Ithaca, NY 14850

bmccracken@cityofithaca.org

(See Reverse)

Date

February 13, 2018

PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
IF YOU ARE PREPARING A NATIONAL REGISTER NOMINATION, PLEASE REFER TO THE ATTACHED INSTRUCTIONS
Narrative Description of Property: Briefly describe the property and its setting. Include a verbal description of the location (e.g., north side of NY 17,
west of Jones Road); a general description of the building, structure or feature including such items as architectural style (if known), number of stories,
type and shape of roof (flat, gabled, mansard, shed or other), materials and landscape features. Identify and describe any associated buildings,
structures or features on the property, such as garages, silos, privies, pools, gravesites. Identify any known exterior and interior alterations such as
additions, replacement windows, aluminum or vinyl siding or changes in plan. Include dates of construction and alteration, if known. Attach additional
sheets as needed.

See continuation sheet

Narrative Description of Significance: Briefly describe those characteristics by which this property may be considered historically significant.
Significance may include, but is not limited to, a structure being an intact representative of an architectural or engineering type or style (e.g., Gothic
Revival style cottage, Pratt through-truss bridge); association with historic events or broad patterns of local, state or national history (e.g., a cotton mill
from a period of growth in local industry, a seaside cottage representing a locale's history as a resort community, a structure associated with activities of
the "underground railroad."); or by association with persons or organizations significant at a local, state or national level. Simply put, why is this property
important to you and the community. Attach additional sheets as needed.

See continuation sheet

Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Agency

Narrative Description of Property:
No. 9 Fire Station, 311 College Avenue, Ithaca, NY

The No. 9 Fire Station is a 2-story, Shingle Style wood-frame fire station (1894-95) with a 3story, commercial-style, brick- and stucco-clad addition that fronts College Avenue. The
original building is on the eastern, rear portion of the parcel and was designed by Vivian &
Gibb as a civic donation. After this building was moved to its present location in 1905, the
Gibb & Waltz designed addition was constructed in front of the earlier station in 1907-08.
These conjoined structures remain as one of only three historic fire stations extant in
Ithaca and the only example of turn-of-the-20th century civic architecture in the Collegtown
neighborhood.
Located on the east side of College Avenue between Dryden Road and Bool Street, the No. 9
Fire Station at 311 College Avenue is a good example of a turn-of-the-20th century neighborhood
fire station. The three-story, brick- and stucco-clad College Avenue façade is an early-20th
century addition to a late-19th century two-story, wood-frame fire station that remains at the rear
(eastern) portion of the parcel. The building is sited on a relatively small urban lot,
approximately 32’ by 142’, with a characteristically deep setback, which was historically used
for staging and maneuvering firefighting equipment. A modernist, brick and concrete fire station
(1968) sits immediately to the south of the building at 309 College Avenue.1

1

When the new fire station at 309 College Avenue opened on September 7, 1968, it absorbed all of the functions of
the previous building. Subsequently, the City decommissioned the turn-of-the-20th century fire station and sold it at
auction in 1971.

Designed by the firm of Vivian & Gibb and built in 1894-95, the original No. 9 Fire Station is a
two-story wood-framed building with a hipped roof. Only three of the structure’s original
exterior walls are visible, as the 1907-1908 addition was attached directly to the fourth (west)
side, obscuring the entire façade. Novelty board siding clads the first story of the building and
cut wood shingles clad the second The building’s trim is simple and refined, reflecting the
characteristics of the Shingle Style. The base of second-story wall flares slightly where it meets
the wide trim board capping the first story; rafter tails line the open eaves of the hipped roof; and
simple, flat trim boards accent the corners of the first story, and the window and door openings,
which are evenly spaced on all elevations. The north and south elevations have two windows on
the first story and four windows on the second, and the first and second stories of the east
elevation both have a door and a window. Window openings are filled with wood, double-hung
sashes with a one-over-one lite configuration; door openings have been infilled with non-historic
materials. The distinctive cupola that once capped the fire station was removed presumably
when the addition was constructed in 1907-08. A 1905 photograph showing the cupola as well
as the building’s original west façade is appended to this document. Pressed metal shingles now
clad the entire roof.
The symmetrical, two-bay, three-story addition that fronts College Avenue was designed by the
firm of Gibb and Waltz and was constructed in 1907-08. The two upper stories of the main
block are clad in stucco with red brick quoins accenting the corners of the building. Each bay of
the second and third stories contains three, one-over-one, double-hung, wood-sash windows. A
cornice adorned with small brackets denotes the base of the building’s parapet wall, which has
the same cladding and corner detail as the upper stories. A two-bay, brick projection extends
from the first story and contains two fire engine door openings. This projection is capped by a
simple, non-historic railing. A slightly recessed, two-story, brick-clad projection on the north
side of the building contains the original pedestrian entrance to the fire station. The north and
south elevations of the addition are brick-clad and have few window openings. A photograph of
the addition from between 1908 and 1918 is appended to this document. Note the original fire
engine bay doors and wood railing.
Despite its adaptive reuse as a restaurant and years of the deferred maintenance, the No. 9 Fire
Station has not been significantly altered and possesses a high level of material integrity. Nonhistoric infill has been added to the historic fire engine door openings: The northern opening has
been filled with a door and window, and the southern bay contains two windows. The wood
siding materials on the 1894-95 fire station exhibits signs of moderate deterioration resulting
from decades of water infiltration and rodent/insect activity.

Narrative Description of Significance
No. 9 Fire Station, 311 College Avenue, Ithaca, NY
The No. 9 Fire Station is architecturally significant as a nearly intact example of a turn-ofthe-20th century neighborhood fire station built in response to pressing fire safety needs on
Ithaca’s East Hill. Although the original firehouse (1894-95) is not visible from College

Avenue and has experienced deterioration due to deferred maintenance, it largely retains
its essential form and is a noteworthy example of an architect-designed Shingle Style civic
building in Ithaca.
The No. 9 Firehouse derives additional significance from its close association with the
growth and development of Cornell University and the Collegetown neighborhood. The
presence of these structures enabled tremendous growth on both the university campus and
the residential and commercial portions of East Hill. Its origin and institutional support
over the late-19th and early-20th centuries reflect a true town-gown partnership.
The No. 9 Fire Station is also significant for its close association with three locally
prominent architects: Clinton L. Vivian, Arthur N. Gibb, and Ornan H. Waltz. Well
known in the late-19th and early-20th centuries, these prominent designers profoundly
shaped the architectural character of the City of Ithaca and other local communities
through their significant and substantial residential, civic, commercial, recreational and
institutional commissions.
Since 1895, the No. 9 Fire Station has played a unique role in life of Collegetown, especially
in its location at 311 College Avenue. It is a physical, social and residential connector
between Cornell University and the mixed-use neighborhood on East Hill. Its myriad of
concurrent uses - as a student dormitory, a social hall, a family home, an epicenter of firstresponder services, and ultimately an iconic Ithaca restaurant in its post-civic life - speak to
its deep historical significance in Ithaca’s urban development.
_________
Ithaca Fire Company History
In the 1800s, fire safety largely relied on the time and talents of volunteers, and companies were
formed to solve particular geographic or functional problems associated with fire management.
Ithaca’s first fire company was formed in 1823, followed by a second in 1828. When the hand
pump arrived for the newest company, it was so superior to the first company’s pump that the
most seasoned group lobbied village leaders to have it for themselves. Since it already had
“Rescue Company Two” painted on its side, the oldest group thereafter became known as No. 2,
and the second company formed became No. 1.2
Fire companies needed buildings to store their equipment, and the first building of this type was
a shed constructed near 409 North Tioga Street (not extant) c. 1823. The formation of a second
fire company and the purchase of accompanying equipment necessitated more space. Company
No. 2 (Rescue Steamer Co.) relocated into a new building located at 115 South Tioga Street (not
extant) c. 1828, and Company No. 1 (Cayuga Steamer Co.) moved into the newly vacant shed. 3

2

Bob Robinson, Ithaca Fire Department (date unknown): 4, accessed January 16, 2018 <
https://www.cityofithaca.org/DocumentCenter/Home/View/5042>.
3
Robinson, 4.

Chimney and roof fires proved to be especially difficult for the fire companies to handle. In
February 1831, local businessmen organized to purchase a truck with ladders long enough to
reach beyond one story, and thus Company No. 3 (Tornado Hook and Ladder Co.) was formed.
The new company joined Company No. 2 at the South Tioga Street building. In 1838, Ithaca
appointed its first, unpaid fire chief.4
Company No. 4 (Eureka Hose Co.) formed in 1841 and moved into the North Tioga Street shed,
about four blocks away from the South Tioga building. Village officials were unhappy with this
arrangement, deciding that Ithaca’s size necessitated the consolidation of the fire companies
under a single roof in order to improve communication and coordination. Construction began on
Fireman’s Hall on the northeast corner of Tioga and Seneca Streets (currently the Seneca Street
parking garage) c. 1845. In the meantime, a fifth fire company (Torrent Hose Co.) had been
established to be responsible for brigades, and a wagon with 100-bucket hooks was subsequently
commissioned. With the Fireman’s Hall already under construction and insufficient in size to
house the new bucket truck, the Village purchased a parcel at 308 East Seneca for a station and
tower.5
By 1853, the western portions of the Ithaca had grown sufficiently for area businessmen to have
their own company. The village’s sixth company, Hercules Engine Company, was formed and a
building constructed at State and Fulton Streets. (Not extant.) The seventh company (Cataract
Co.) was organized on December 31, 1863 at the north end of the village. For two years they
stored their equipment in a small station on Lake Street across from the Lincoln Street
intersection, but soon moved into a new station at 207 Queen Street. (Not extant.)
By 1868, fire management necessitated a team capable of stretching ropes and managing the
crowds of people who would gather to watch the firemen battle a blaze. Company No. 8
(Protective Police) was formed for this explicit purpose, and appears to have moved into
Firemen’s Hall. Over the next century, Ithaca constructed additional buildings to house their fire
companies. These include an engine house to the east of St. John’s Episcopal c. 1871 for
Companies No. 1 and 2, around the same time that Company No. 6 was reorganized as the
Sprague Steamer Company and installed in a building on West State Street near the current
station. (Not extant.) By 1882, Company No. 5 had outgrown the East Seneca Street location,
so the village hired Alvah B. (Buckbee) Wood, a locally prominent architect,6 to design a new
station at 136 West State Street (extant). Finally, after a fire burned down their headquarters on
Queen Street, Company No. 7 moved into a new station, again, designed by A.B. Wood at 1012
North Tioga Street (extant) in 1885.7
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Robinson, 5.
Robinson, 6-7.
6
Kurtz, D. Morris. Ithaca and Its Resources. (Ithaca, NY: Journal Association Book and Job Print, 1883) 85. A.B.
Wood designed several residences in Ithaca, the Ithaca High School, and some of the buildings in the Morse Chain
Works complex. He also designed Lehigh Valley Railroad depots in Ithaca (1898), Geneva (1892) and WilkesBarre, Pennsylvania. He is also credited with the design of the 1896 Immaculate Conception Church in Ithaca.
7
Robinson, 11, 14, 15, 18, 20.
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The Formation of Fire Company No. 9
As the 19th century drew to a close, Ithaca’s East Hill experienced a surge in real estate
development, courtesy of the growing presence of Cornell University and the resulting demands
for new residential and commercial space. Furthermore, Ithaca had obtained a new charter as a
City in 1888, and moved its municipal boundary up East Hill from Eddy Street. Street railway
service began up East State and Eddy Streets in 1893, serving the university and the adjacent
neighborhood. The increased urban density, coupled with a diverse and dangerous range of
lighting, heating and cooking methods, raised fire insurance concerns among the expanding
population. East Hill’s steep terrain made it challenging for the existing fire companies to
respond with the necessary water and equipment. For a neighborhood disproportionally filled
with wood-frame structures, the average 20-30 minute response time could be catastrophic for
the entire developing area. Neighborhood residents, in the vicinity of the region now known as
Collegetown, and Cornell University officials intensified calls for the construction of a new fire
station on East Hill and improvements to municipal water pressure and volume. 8 These calls
were summarized in a letter form Henry W. Sage to the Ithaca Journal in 1889, in which he
stated:
East Hill, which is increasing in population and residence property faster than
any other part of the city, should have a fire engine with suitable house for it and
needful equipment for efficient dealing with fire. That part of the city is
positively helpless in the event of fire, and neglect to provide for such
contingency is not unwise only, it is criminal.9

The Cornell community played a significant role in the establishment of the No. 9 firehouse,
reflecting university leaders’ concerns that the city was incapable of adequately protecting the
campus or Collegetown in the event of a sizable conflagration. In August 1894, around 100
residents, businessmen and Cornell faculty members gathered to discuss the establishment of a
new fire company. They lobbied Mayor Clinton D. Bouton and the Aldermen accordingly, and
the local officials took heed.10 On September 19, 1894, the W.H. Sage Fire Company No. 9
officially formed and soon forty-seven men pledged their services to fight fires in Collegetown.
They organized with the permission of the Common Council, who approved the public provision
of an existing hose cart and appropriate firehouse facilities.11 Volunteer subscriptions among
members of the Cornell community and the residents of East Hill raised $987, enabling the

Mary Raddant Tomlan, “Firehouse speaks of East Hill change,” The Ithaca Journal (September 18, 2004): 1B,
2B; Charley Githler, “A look back at…before The Nines,” Tompkins Weekly (October 2, 2017), accessed November
17, 2017 < http://tompkinsweekly.com/news/2017/10/02/look-back-nines/>.
9
Ithaca Daily Journal, Mar. 7, 1895.
10
Robinson, 24-25.
11
Tomlan; David Allen Rash, The Works of Clinton L. Vivian, Architect, of Ithaca, I, thesis (Cornell University:
2014): 274.
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nascent company to purchase a Holloway Chemical Engine for approximately $1,200 in 1895, of
which Cornell paid $600.12 This was Ithaca’s first chemical fire engine.13
When Fire Company No. 9 organized in 1894, it was named after William H. Sage, an Ithaca
resident and an important trustee and benefactor of Cornell University.14 However, after only a
year of operating as the W.H. Sage Fire Company No. 9, William H. Sage requested that the
company change its name. In response, Company Treasurer B.I. Wheeler, a Cornell professor of
classics, recommended Neriton, inspired by a famous forest in Homer’s Odyssey.15 The new
name officially established was the Neriton Hose Company.16 In addition to deriving its original
name from the Sage family, the construction of the fire station facility was financed through a
loan of approximately $1,500 from Henry W. Sage, William H. Sage’s father, city resident, and
important university benefactor.17 The loan represents a long-term commitment by H.W. Sage to
address fire safety concerns on East Hill, an issue he highlighted in his 1889 letter to the Ithaca
Daily Journal and championed from his position on the Cornell Board of Trustees.
Firehouse No. 9
The Neriton Hose Company No. 9 was originally housed in a modest, wood-frame station
designed by the firm of Vivian & Gibb, a donation to the City of Ithaca. Although their
partnership was short lived, Clinton L. Vivian and Arthur N. Gibb became regionally wellknown and received several prominent commissions, including the Cascadilla Boathouse, the
main pavilion complex at Stewart (then Renwick) Park, and the Charles E. Treman House.18
Vivian arrived in Ithaca in 1882 to apprentice with William H. Miller, Ithaca’s most famous
architect, and would go on to have a notable career nearly up to his death in 1930. His body of
work reflected an interest in interpreting modern architectural forms though a lens that was
sympathetic to America’s colonial heritage.19
After a decade of service, Vivian left Miller’s practice around May 1892 to begin his own in
partnership with Arthur W. Gibb, another former Miller employee and an 1890 graduate of
Cornell University’s architecture program.20 Gibb practiced architecture in Ithaca for nearly 60
years, both in partnerships (notably with Vivian and Ornan H. Waltz) and solely, and also served
as an alderman and mayor. He was responsible, either in partnership or as sole architect, for the
design of three of Ithaca's four significant fraternal organization buildings: the Elks Club, the
Pete Walsh, “Old No. 9s Up for Sale,” The Ithaca Journal (March 1, 1971): 18; Robinson, 24-25. The exact cost
of the chemical fire engine is disputed in the records: some list it at $1,100 and others at $1,200.
13
Tomlan; Robinson, 24-25.
14
For information on the significant contributions of William H. Sage to Cornell University and the City of Ithaca,
see “William H. Sage Dies,” Cornell Alumni News XXVII, no. 6 (October 30, 1924): 73. For information on Henry
W. Sage and his contributions to the university and city, see “Death of Henry W. Sage,” New York Times (Sept. 19,
1897): 13.
15
Notes on a postscript to an article published in the September 18, 2004 Ithaca Journal, found in research
compilation available through the City of Ithaca.
16
Pete Walsh, “Old No. 9s Up for Sale,” (March 1, 1971).
17
Ithaca Daily Journal, Feb.6 and Mar. 6, 1895.
18
“National Register of Historic Places: Cascadilla Boathouse, Ithaca, NY”: Section 8, page 11.
19
Rash, lxii.
20
Rash, 117.
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Eagles Building and the Masonic Temple, as well as for the Odd Fellows Home and Orphanage
in the Town of Ithaca. Gibb (1899) and Vivian (1900) were the first two Ithacan architects to
join the American Institute of Architects.21 Their partnership lasted from 1892 to 1900,
dissolving while the two were working on the Charles E. Treman house.22 Afterwards, Vivian
would go on to design his most acclaimed residential design, the Roger B. Williams House at
306 N. Cayuga Street, an excellent example of the American Renaissance Style in Ithaca.
Vivian & Gibb’s design for No. 9 Fire Station incorporated many of the characteristics found in
their early collaborative designs, including Shingle Style detailing and integrated bell-shaped,
roof-top tower. The first story was clad in novelty board siding and the second in wood shingle.
Roman Doric pilasters were installed at the corners of the building and used to frame the engine
bay doors.23
The firm’s donation of the plans for No. 9 Fire Station likely stemmed from Vivian’s deep ties to
the local volunteer fire community. In addition to providing vital civic services, such groups
served as important fraternal organizations for cultivating both professional and personal
relationships. A few years into his Ithaca residency, Vivian joined the Tornado Hook and
Ladder Co. No. 3 in 1886 and remained an active member until his retirement in 1902, serving in
a number of important leadership positions that culminated with the title of Director (1901-02).
Such an affiliation extended far beyond smoking and playing cards, although these were
quintessential fire company activities. More importantly, Vivian acquired many of his clients
from within the Tornado Hook and Ladder Co., and as architectural historian David Allen Rash
persuasively argues, Vivian’s link to the fire community was influential in his “locally
pioneering interest in fire-resistant construction techniques.”24 These, however, were not present
in the modest, wood-frame and wood-clad fire station on East Hill.
On October 22, 1894, Mayor Bouton, acting for the City, signed an agreement with William
Murray to lease property on the south side of Dryden Road a short distance west of Huestis
Street (renamed College Avenue in 1908), measuring twenty-five by seventy feet, with the
privilege of buying the parcel at any time during the ensuing five years. Included in the
agreement was an eight-foot-wide right-of-way to the rear of the site from Huestis Street. Bids
for the construction of the station were called for and awarded in November, with contractor
Arthur Merrill completing the Vivian & Gibb scheme in early 1895. Murray sold the property to
Edwin C. Stewart in 1896 with the same City agreements in place, and in June 1897 the City
purchased the site as its own. 25
21

Rash, 14.
Carol Sisler, Margaret Hobbie, and Jane Marsh Dieckmann, eds. Ithaca's Neighborhoods: the Rhine, the Hill, and
the Goose Pasture (Ithaca, NY: De Witt Historical Society, 1988).
22
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Tomlan; Rash, 276.
Rash, 9-10.

For the lease of the site, see Tompkins County Deeds, Book 141, p. 640; Ithaca Daily Journal, Oct. 23,
1894. For the street name, see Carol Kammen, ed., Place Names of Tompkins County (Ithaca, NY: Office
of the Tompkins County Historian, 2004), 65. For the construction of the station, see Ithaca Daily
Journal, Nov. 16 and Nov. 28, 1894; Cornell Daily Sun, Jan. 19, 1895; Ithaca Daily Journal, Mar. 7,

Given the growth of the university and, consequently, of the residential and commercial
neighborhood to the south, the need for improved fire protection became increasingly evident. In
July 1904, John J. Gainey, the owner of a substantial brick commercial-residential block at the
corner of Huestis Street and Dryden Road, immediately to the east of the Neriton Company’s fire
station, presented City officials with an offer that would provide a site capable of
accommodating additional fire-fighting apparatus. Gainey had purchased a vacant parcel on the
opposite or east side of Huestis Street on July 6, and within a few days proposed to trade a
portion of that site to the City in exchange for its current site, while paying to have the frame
firehouse moved to the new location. In May 1905, the deed was executed for the City to
acquire a parcel thirty-two feet wide and nearly twice as deep as the existing station site, with an
eight-foot right-of-way to the north on a portion of Gainey’s remaining land.
The No. 9 Fire Station was moved off its foundation in July 1905. Inaccuracies in the calculation
of the building’s weight and mechanical failures with the moving equipment resulted in a 3-week
delay, during which part of the building straddled the adjoining sidewalk. When it was finally
installed at 311 Huestis, it was placed at the rear of the lot, as the city and Commissioners of the
Ithaca Fire Department intended the building to ultimately be replaced with a larger structure. In
its 1905 annual report, the Commissioners “strongly urg[ed] that a brick building be erected on
said lot in addition to the small building now there, and that additional fire apparatus be secured
at the earliest moment possible.”26 On January 1, 1906, the Common Council’s Committee of
Public Buildings reported that “the new location [will be] providing adequate room for an
additional structure and the ultimate extension and improvement of the department in that
locality.”27
Budgetary limitations dimmed the prospects for a complete new building, so a brick and stucco
addition was connected to the wooden Vivian & Gibb design. The city hired architects Arthur N.
Gibb and Ornan H. Waltz of Gibb & Waltz. Ornan Waltz came to Ithaca from Elmira in 1901 to
work in William H. Miller's office. The firm of Gibb & Waltz was formed in 1906 and dissolved
in 1926. Among their other notable designs were the YMCA Building, Rand Hall on the Cornell
University campus, the Ithaca City Hospital, and the Ithaca Masonic Temple.28
The new addition, constructed in 1907-08 of fire-resistant materials, resulted in the original
building “being related to a subordinate role behind the new No. 9 firehouse, a role it still plays
at the rear of The Nines on College Avenue.”29 (Around 1908, the Roman Doric pilasters and

1895; Rash, 276; Tomlan. For the 1896 and 1897 property transfers, see Tompkins County Deeds, Book
146, p. 399, and Book 149, p.330.
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from Mary Anne Snaith, see Tompkins County Deeds, Book 161, p. 323. This property, identified in the deed as
313 Huestis Street, had been vacant since a January 1900 fire destroyed the Delta Chi fraternity house on the site;
Cornell Daily Sun, Jan. 29, 1900. Robinson, 24-25; Fifth Annual Report of the Commissioners of the Ithaca Fire
Department for the Year Ending December 15, 1905 (Ithaca, NY: 1905): 6.
27
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Station at 311 College Avenue,” Division of Planning and Economic Development (August 15, 2017).
29
Robinson, 24-25; Tomlan.
26

cupola of the original building were removed or covered.30) The renovated station, which cost
approximately $4,700, was officially opened for use on April 16, 1908. A decade later, the
horse-drawn ladder truck was converted into a motor-powered vehicle, thereby substantially
changing the use of the property and negating the need for maintaining equine facilities. 31
Cornellians were an important part of the No. 9 volunteer fire crew, and students appear to have
begun rooming in the No. 9 Fire Station’s dormitories soon after its remodeling. In 1970, Fire
Chief Charles M. Weaver was interviewed about his family’s connection to No. 9, and he relayed
that his father came to Ithaca around 1908 to attend Cornell University and bunked at the fire
station. Chief Weaver continued the tradition, moving into the dormitories in 1936 as a Cornell
freshman. “Two or three things I learned there, perhaps not very well, were to play poker and
shoot pool…I remember one of the students’ jobs was to carry out the coal ashes once a week.”
Chief Weaver credited this living arrangement to his exposure to firefighting as a profession.32
At the time, the fire station served as a type of “community center,” with a number of social
events, many of which were designed to raise money for the station. “Back then the fire
companies got nothing from the city and they used to have turkey raffles and the like to raise
money,” Chief Weaver noted. It also served as a polling place, a tradition that continues in many
communities today, as well as a venue for well-known weekly poker games that attracted several
prominent East Hill merchants.33
The apparatus rooms that stored the firefighting equipment were located on the ground floor,
with dormitories and common space on the second floor. From around 1916 to 1950, the third
floor apartment was occupied by Ned Witter, who was responsible for driving the horses and
then, often, the trucks. (In the days before motorized engines, the horses were used during the
day to haul garbage.) Witter lived in the building with his family, and one of his daughters was
even born there. A fireman’s pole connected his apartment to the second floor, and a second
pole connected the second floor to the apparatus room on the 1st floor.34
Decommissioned Station and Adaptive Reuse
As part of an effort to modernize and improve the City’s firefighting facilities, a modernist, brick
and concrete fire station was constructed at 309 College Avenue to replace the functionally
inefficient one at 311 College Avenue in 1968. Located next door to the older No. 9 Fire
Station, the new building absorbed all of the functions of the previous building and reflected a
physical transition from volunteer fire fighting to a more professional field. The old fire station
was stripped of its heating and plumbing apparatuses and was sold at auction by the Ithaca
Common Council in 1971.35 Twelve people attended the auction, where a minimum bid of
$40,000 was set. Big Flats attorney Walter Zebrowski bid $40,000 on behalf of Michael
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Turback and a group of unspecified investors. With no other bids offered, the investment team
acquired it for that price.36
In August 1972, Turback, a Cornellian, opened a restaurant, the Old No. 9, decorated in a turnof-the-century fire station motif.37 In 1980, Mark Kielmann and Harold Schultz acquired the
property and opened The Nines, a popular restaurant known for its signature deep-dish pizza, in
the engine room of the 1908 brick and stucco addition.38 The original 1895 wood-frame fire
station is used for storage.

Pete Walsh, “Turback buys old No. 9s,” Ithaca Journal (March 2, 1971): 3.
Linda Corwin, “’Old No. 9’ becomes restaurant,” Ithaca Journal (August 3, 1972), located in Scrapbook S147a,
pg. 74. (The History Center in Tompkins County)
38
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11, 2017), accessed December 16, 2017 <http://www.ithacajournal.com/story/news/local/2017/09/11/nines-facesdemolition-under-collegetown-apartment-proposal/653464001/>.
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Fig 1: Vivian and Gibb designed 1894-95 No. 9Fire Station, 1905.
(The History Century in Tompkins County)

Fig. 2: Gibb and Waltz designed 1907-08 addition, between 1908 and 1918.
(The History Center in Tompkins County)
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LANDMARKS PRESERVATION COMMISSION
CITYOF ITHACA, NEW YORK

RULES OF PROCEDURE

Adopted by the Commission, April 28, 1971
Amended 10 April 1972, 8 November 1976, and 13 December 2011

Sec. 101 GENERAL GOVERNING RULES
The Landmarks Preservation Commission shall be governed by the provisions of all applicable
state statutes, local laws, ordinances and these rules.
Sec. 201 OFFICERS AND DUTIES
(1)

Chairman and Vice-Chairman
The Commission shall elect annually from its membership by a majority vote of the
members attending a Chairman and Vice-Chairman who may be elected to succeed
themselves. The term of office of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman shall be one (1) year.
This election shall be held at the first regular meeting of the year. The Chairman, or in his
absence or incapacity, the Vice-Chairman, shall decide all points of order or procedure and
may administer oaths, and compel the attendance of witnesses.

(2)

Secretary
In accordance with Section 4 of the Landmarks Ordinance, as codified, the Planning
Officer or his designee shall act as Secretary. The Secretary shall keep all records, conduct
all correspondence of the Commission and supervise the clerical work of the Commission.
The Secretary shall keep a minute book of the proceedings of each meeting and hearing
which shall include the vote of each member on each designation and approval of
Certificate of Appropriateness or if absent or failing to vote, indicating such fact, the names
and addresses of all witnesses, a summary of the facts on which the decision is based, and
the decision rendered, and other official actions of the Commission.
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Sec. 301 MEETINGS
(1)

Quorum
A quorum shall consist of a majority of the Commission.

(2)

Time of Meeting
a. Regular meeting shall be held on the second Tuesday of each month at such hour as the
Chairman may designate. The first regular meeting in January shall constitute the
annual organization meeting of the Commission.
b. Special meetings may be called by the Chairman at any time provided that at least
forty-eight (48) hours notice shall be given each m ember before a special meeting is
held. A special meeting may be called by any three members of the Commission
provided reasonable notice is given to all members.

(3)

Cancellation of Meetings
Whenever there are no designations or other pertinent business to be considered at a regular
meeting, the Chairman may dispense with such meeting by so notifying each member at
least forty-eight (48) hours prior to the time set for such meeting.

(4)

Order of Business
The order of business shall be:
a. Advertised Public Hearings (Sec. 401)
b. Privilege of the Chair
i. Administrative matters
ii. Public Comment/Question on other matters
c. Approval of Minutes
d. Old Business
i. Action on deferred requests/proposals
ii. Other old items
e. New Business
i. New requests/proposals
ii. Other new items
f. Miscellaneous/Items not on Agenda
g. Adjournment
Items b. through f. may be taken out of sequence provided no member present objects. In
the absence of an official quorum, in the interests of time and the public convenience, all
members present concurring, an informal session may be conducted to discuss any item(s)
of business, provided that no official action or decision may be taken on any matters except
Emergency Repairs, as provided in Sec. 501(3) below.
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(5)

Voting and Disqualification of Members
All matters shall be decided by a majority vote of those present and a roll call vote may be
requested by any member. A roll call vote must be held in case of designation of a
property, and in case of final action pertaining to demolitions and alterations. No member
of the Commission shall sit in hearing or vote on any matter in which he shall be
beneficially interested.
Sec. 401 PUBLIC HEARINGS

(1)

Open Meetings
All regular or special meetings shall be open to the public and shall be considered public
hearings for purposes of designations and other business requiring public hearings.

(2)

Conduct of Public Hearing
Any person may appear in person, by agent, or attorney, at any public hearing. The order
of proceedings in the hearing of each case at a public hearing shall be as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Reading of the public notice of the hearing by the Chairman.
Reading of pertinent written comments or reports concerning the item of business.
Witnesses in favor of the item of business.
Witnesses in opposition to the item of business.
Rebuttals.
The Commission may on their own motion call upon persons who could qualify as
experts in a court of law to testify amicus curiae upon any issue raised with their own
professional competence.

The Chairman or any member of the Commission may require any witness to swear or
affirm that his or her statements of fact are true.
(3)

Re-hearings
No request for a reconsideration of a decision shall be accepted at any time, if it appears
that no substantial change in facts, evidence, or conditions of the property has occurred.
Sec. 501 DECISIONS

(1)

Form of Decisions
All decisions of the Landmarks Preservation Commission shall be by resolution. The basis
for the determination of each decision, and a detailed summary of the facts upon which the
determination is made, shall be recorded in the decision and shall constitute a part of the
record thereof.
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(2)

Filing of Decisions
a. Within seven (7) days after designation of a Landmark or Historic District, the
Commission shall file a copy of such designation with the Planning and Development
Board and Common Council. Any designation approved by the Council shall be final
and in effect on and after the date of approval by the Council.
b. With reference to applications for permission to make a material change in use or
appearance, a Certificate of Appropriateness shall take the form of a letter signed by the
Chairman and a copy of the approved resolution. Copies of the Certificate of
Appropriateness shall be sent to the Building Commissioner, the applicant, and, when
appropriate, the record owner of the affected parcel.

(3)

Emergency Repairs
Any two (2) members of the Commission may authorize temporary emergency repairs
affecting the exterior of a designated building when necessary in the opinion of the
Building Commissioner to correct an unsafe or dangerous condition. Permanent repairs
can be approved only by the Commission as a whole.

Sec. 601 AMENDMENTS
These rules may be amended at any regular meeting by an affirmative vote of not less than four
(4) voting members of the Commission, provided that such amendment has been presented in
writing to each member of the Commission at least forty-eight (48) hours preceding the meeting
at which the vote is taken.
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